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TWO TEXTS OF PATARJALI AND A STATISTICAL 

. COMPARISON OF THEIR VOCABULARIES 

(Justification of the Statistical Method _and its Limitations) 

Adolf J an4cek, Praha 

Patanjali is said to be the author of two sanskrit texts viz. of VyakaraJ?,a;
Mahabha�ya (a grammar commentary) 1 and of Yoga-sutras.2· The identity 
of both authors however was denied, mainly by H. Jacobi, who in his treatise 
."iJber das Alter des Yogasastra"3 sums up his objections against identity 
in a controversy against the· criticism of his former arguments4 carried on 
by Jwala Prasad.5 The supporters of the identity 'of the author of both the 
works can according to Jacobi rely only on the identity of names and on an 
extended but doubtful Indian tradition. Competent Indian writers such as 
Bhartrhari, Kaiyata, Vamana, Jayiiditya, Niigesa and others do not express 
their views on this question. 6 According to Jacobi their silence only testifies 
that the identity of both Patanjalis seemed to them to be quite improbable 
and doubtful. 

H. Jacobi refers to J. H. W.oods's evidence1 that there is a philosophical 
disagreement in both authors. On the other hand however S. Dasguptas does 
not find anything in ·Mahabha�ya that could oppose the hypothesis on the 
identity of both Patanjalis. J. W. Hauero then is of the opinion that Patan
jali, the grammarian, wrote only a part of the text viz. yogiinga text from II 
28-III 55, which became a prototype or model for further texts collected 
and edited by the latest editor. In this way he wanted to remove Jacobi's 
objections against the 1 st and 4th book of the Y oga-sutras, showing a marked 
buddhist influence. 

H. Jacobi then says towards the end of his treatise that following the 
present line we can hardly reach agreement and he suggests another way 
by which, as he hopes, a final decision can be reac�ed, independent on 
subjective view points. 

In this way, however, Jacobi' definitely weakens his former arguments 
1 Published by F. Kielhorn, Vol. I, Part I-III. Vol. II, Part I-III. Vol. III, Part 

I-III. Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona No. XVIII-XXII, XXVI, 
XXVIII-XXX. 

2 The Yogasiitras of Pata:njali. Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series No. XLVI, 1917. 
3 Zeitschrift fur Indologie und Iranistik. Band 8. Leipzig 1931, pp. 80-88. 
4 JAOS 1911 and ,;Uber das ursprilngliche Yogasystem" in Sitzungsberichte der 

PreuB. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist. Klasse 1929, 1930, Berlin. 
5 "The Date of the Yoga-Sutras". IRAS 1930, p. 365 ff. 
6 S. Dasgupta: A History of Indian Philosophy. I, p. 231. Cambridge 1932. 
7 Yoga-System of Pata:njali. Harvard Oriental Series Vol. 17. Introduction p, XV 

.and so on. 
s a. a. 0., p. 231 ff. 
9 Der Yoga als Heilweg. Stuttgart 1932, pp. 98 ff. 
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against the identity of both authors which after all can be seen in another 
argument10 used elsewhere expressing a view that Patanjali the grammarian 
could not use· an incorrect expression ''vrttaya� pancatayya�" instead of 
vrtti� pancatayi", to put it differently, that he wanted to say that "there are 
five commotions or fluctuations, stirs of the mind-stuff" instead of saying 
that "every stir is fivefold". But he says again elsewheren he does not dare 
to decide whether Patanjali's expression "vrttaya� pancatayya�" is according 
to PaJ).ini inadmissible. 

H. Jacobi thus leaves an uncertain subjective way and suggests another 
method offering a· settlement in the dispute. on the identity of both authors. 
Its proof is to be the text itself viz. the vocabulary of both texts i. e. the Vy.aka
raJ).a-Mahabhia9ya and the Yoga-sutras. Each text treats of a different 
subject. Mahabha9ya is a very extensive grammatical commentary whereas 
the Y oga-sutras treat of  yogic philosophy and practice. 

. H. Jacobi seems to have the following idea for his starting point: If the 
same author deals in his two works with two different branches of science, 
then his vocabulary in both of his works will be ess�ntially the same unless 
it is influenced by the aims of those particular disciplines. The Yoga-sutras 
as weU as the Mahabha9ya differ in their extent. The .·Yoga-sastra contains 
only 193 sutras, very concise whereas the Mahabha9ya text is several hundred 
times more extensive and therefore offers a guarantee, that according to 
Jacobi almost the w ho]e Patanj ali' s vocabulary was made use of there. 

The statistical comp,arison of words in both Patanjali's texts is taken by 
Jacobi for a very comfortable method. The only thing one has to do is to add 
up those words of the Yoga-sutra index that are missing in the Mahabha�ya. 

After comparing the ·vocabularies of both texts .contained in the indices,12 

he comes to a conclusion that the Y oga-sutras contain 557 different words 
almost the half of which are missing in the Mahab�ya (270). Subtracting 
the yogic terms in the total of 66 then out of 491 words of the Yoga-sutras 
204 are missing in the Mahabha�ya Le. nearly 3/7 and finally he concludes :is 

"T h e s e f i g u r e  s a r e d e c i s i v e ! The possibility that the same 
author in one smaller work of his could introduce almost a half of the words 
he had no chance to use in another work of his several hundred times larger 
is out of the question." . . 

In this way he actually rejects the hypothesis of the identity of Pataiijali, 
the grammarian and the .author of the Yoga-sutras. In H. Jacobi's opinion he 
manag�d to find a solid basis for this disputable problem of the identity of 
the authors. 

io Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1921, 1922. 
11 Uber das ursprungliche Yogasystem 1929, p. 11. 
12 Word-Index to Pata:njali's Vyakarai:,.a-Mahabha�ya, compiled by Pandit Shridhar

shastri Pathak and Pandit Siddheshvarshastri Chitrao. Government Oriental Series No. 1. 
Poona 1927, pp. 11&2. (Part II. was not available.) Index of Words in the Siitras, 
Appendix 7 of "The Yoga-System of Pata:njali" by James Haughton Woods. Harvard 
Oriental Series. Volume Seventeen. Cambridge 1914, pp. 366-381. 

1a a. a. o. p. 88. • 
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But first of all the boundary line of the statistical method must be found 
out and its justification proved. Only then we can pass judgement and draw 
far reaching conclusions concerning the method of finding out the author by 
comparing the vocabularies of the two works. 

Criticizing Jacobi's method we must come to the following: 
1. In Jacobi's opinion the statistical method comparing the vocabularies 

is decisive for finding out the author. 
2. The statistical method has according to him as an objective method a 

really conclusive force being independent of subjective view-points. 
3. He supposes that it is only the actualized vocabulary that forms the 

basic vocabulary of the author. 
4. He thinks only a mechanical comparison of both vocabularies is decisive 

and sufficient. 
H. Jacobi is no doubt so prepossessed in favour of the mathematical 

principles of the statistical method that as for him it is the figures that solve 
the problem in the long run. 

To find out to what extent the statistical method, used to determine 
the author, ·is justified, we should have to learn and make sure comparing 
statistically the vocabularies of such works the authors of which we know 
for certain. Naturally it presupposes to supply the publication of such works 
with a word-index. 

Examining statistically the vocabulary of a particular author we have 
to take into consideration more important factors than those mentioned by 
Jacobi. First of all mere mechanical checking on and adding up words 
common for both works will not do. One thing must be borne in mind : 
Certain work offers only an actualized vocabulary, which gives no guarantee 
it contains an the words of. the author's active and passive knowledge. The 
author's vocabulary is much larger than the topical words used in one parti
cular work. We are right in supposing Patanjali, the grammarian, has a far 
richer vocabulary that the Mahabha�ya contains and which may have 
approximately 25.000 words. Such an excellent grammarian, as Patanjali 
undoubtedly was, must have known far more w-0rds for otherwise he could 
not have followed the old texts nor €ven the current larrguage of that time. 
That of course would not have been possible, if he had not known or if ·we 
suppose wfth Jacobi that he did not know expression already current in the 
Rig-Veda, Atharva-Veda, Mahabharata etc. as explained later. 

Following the statistical method we have to take into consideration not 
only the quantitative but also the qualitative differences or in some cases, 
also the identity or similarity of the texts. 

Comparing the two texts, Mahabha�ya and the Yoga-sutras we shall 
find out the following differences: 

1. The Mahabha�ya is a fluent and extensive commentary to the siitra 
text, concise and terse, whereas the Yoga-sutras are literally such a sort 
of concise text. • · 
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2. Considering this fact we can see the fundamental difference between 
the two works. That is why the Yoga-siitras have only few verbal forms 
( only asti, syiit, k?iyate, jiiyante) and instead of these verbal forms, so 
frequent in the Mahabha�ya, the Yoga-siitras use participles ( e. g. vyii
khy,atii'/;,, sati mule, tasmin sati, jnata,..afniita, kli?ta-akli?ta, heya, jneya, 
k?aya, jaya etc.). 

3. On the other hand the Yoga-sutras also show a marked shift towards 
the nominal forms, nouns and adjectives required by the conciseness, accu
racy, economy and truthfulness of the sutra text. We must not forget 
however that the sutra form of the text also served as a mnemonic aid for 
mastering the contents. 

4. The aims of the two works are essential for their vocabularies. The 
core of the Mahab�ya is in its philological explanations wher�as that 
of the Yoga-siitras is philosophical and magic. The diff ere nee of the vo
cabulari�s of the texts cannot be found in the quantitative difference of those 
66 yogic terms mentioned by Jacobi. These words are just sufficient in 
number for the author to express in a comparatively brief and economical 
form the whole process of yoga. 

I believe there was no difficulty for such an excellent grammarian to 
express in words as adequately as possible the whole process of yoga, for 
on the contrary the terse sutra form text did ask for such a concentration 
of the language for the preconception to be accurately precipitated and 
embodied in the chosen word. 

5. Besides that the Y oga-.sutra text also preserves the traditional doctrine 
of yoga, the beginning of which must have been in the times of hoary 
antiquity. May be this tradition also meant a ·certain limitation for the 
author of the Y oga-siitras. Following and keeping the deep rooted tradition 
and applied mnemotechnics he could not afford to express himself quite 
independently not to interfere with the doctrine handed down in this way. 

After all it follows from the same initial sentence in the two texts which 
says the author understands his work to be "anusasanam". Comparing the 
detailed and extensive Mahabha�ya text with that of the Yoga-sutras we 
can see the terse form and conciseness of the latter. Now a question may 
be put: Seeing the difference in the rendering of the texts can we deduce 
that the author had for his work neither an older text nor the hypothetical 
Yogasastra by Hiral).yagarbha mentioned by V.acaspati (to YS I 1) or by 
Sankara (t;o II, I 3) and also quoted by H. Jacobi14 or accept the possibility 
that the author relied entirely on a doctrine traditionally handed down? 

14 Uber das urspriingliche Yogasystem, pp. 22 (600). Sitzungsberichte der Preu.B. 
Akademie der .Wdssenschaften, Phil.-hist. Klasse, Berlin 1929, XXVI. E. Frauwallner 
in Geschichte der indischen Philosophie I, Salzburg 1953, p. 439 is right to emphasize 
that different parts of the· Y oga-siltras have had a long history and to tell the original 
form of the text is now extremely difficult. Those parts of the text that have not changed 
nor have undergone any further alterations are of tremendous importance, that is  why 
the author of the Y oga-sutras also could use them without any further change. H. Jacobi 
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If we compare under these conditions .the two texts co:r:nposed by Pa
taiijali as far as their actualized or topical vocabularies· are concerned using 
the statistical method, we have to consider both their quantitative and their 
qualitative aspects. 

After adding up all the Yoga-sfitra �ords contained in Woods' word
index, we get the total number of 567 words (including. such as prabhu, 
mejayatva which Woods does not mention in particular) .  There are 307 
words that are the same and 260 quire different in the total number of the 
words appearing in the texts ( Y oga-sutras and Mahabha�ya) .  Their number 
is therefore much lower than that given by Jacobi. 

The whole cornparison however is not yet completed for us to draw a con
clusion that these figures and their proportion are decisive. The statistical 
methods is after all only an aid to find out the vocabulary. 

Now we must pay a little more attention to those 260 words in the Y-0ga
siitras that cannot be found in the Mahabhasya : 

1. First of all the negative words in the Yoga-sutras, the posiUve 
meaning of which can be found in the Mahabha�a _belong to the common 
vocabulary of the two texts. Those words are as folfows ( their number is 21) : 

Y o g a - s u t r a s  M a h a b h :a � y a  Y o g a s u t r a s  M a h :a b h a ·� y a  

an°'?ta nG,?ta asarriprayoga sa'Y(lpray,oga 
anuttama uttama anatman atman 
avidyii vidy1a aparjgraha parigraha 

, 
suci akrama krama asuci 

asarrikir1J,a sa.rrikir1J,a akli?ta klista 
akr?1J,U kr?ria atat tat 
akusida kusida ajnana jnana 
apuriya puriya apariinta par.anta 
aprayojaka p1rayojaka 

. .. ---:c� 

We shall. add to them also : � 

nfratisaya atisaya pratipak$a pak$a 
·--- - . ..:.;,:_� 

pratiprasava prf],sava nirgrahya griihya. 

2. Also those words derived from a different form or another word form 
belong to the common vocabulary. This is required by the shifting towards 
the nominal forms, the nouns, adjectives and participles of the sutra text. 

There are 143 words that can have the same context with topical ex
pressions of the Mahab�ya. In the following list the Y oga-sutra words 
go first and the Mahabha:$ya expressions follow. 

made an attempt in this treatise to reconstruct the original Yoga text comparing it with 
the Satpkhya philosophy. E. Frauwallner (p. 476) takes this attempt of Jacobi's for being 
a failure though this cannot be fully justified. For this reason Frauwallner describes 
the yogic system himself in the exactly the same way as it was put down by Vyasa, the 
first commentator of the Y:oga-su.tras. 
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. anjanata - anj-, anjana; ajnaf,a, .jnata - jnii-, .in<itum, jnana, jnati, jneya; 
anavasthitatva - anavasthita; anubhuta - anubhavya, bhuta; antardhii
nam - antardhii; apari?J,iimitva, paritJ;c'l1nc1, - pari7:ui'rnaka; ape�'itva -

apek{;a, apek$ya; avyapadesya -, av.yapadesa; asanga, sanga, prasanga, aprati
sanga -· prasanga, utsanga; akf}epin -. akf}ipta; abhinivesa - abhinivi?ta; 
asuddh1:, suddhi, parisuddhi - suddha, sudh-; aprqtisarrikrama - sarrikrama; 
abhivyakti - abhivyalcta; asarrikhe,ya - .- asarrikhya, asarrikhyatva, asarri
khyata, sarrikhyana )· utkriinti - utkriinta, utkriinta; katharrita -

katham; karitva - kiirita, kr-; k?etrika - k{;etra, k$etratva, k$etriyac; 
kaivalya - kevala; klesa, kli$ta - kli?ta, akZ.if}ita; cetanii - cetanavat; ja
pa-jap-; jyoti?mant - jyoti.s, jyoti$a; fnatrtva - see jna-; daurmanasya 
- durmanas; dVe$a - dvis, dvi$ta� dVef}ya; drk, drsya, dra?tT, drsyatva, 
paridr?ta - drs-, drsi, dr?ta, dr?tav.ya, drsyamana; dhara?J,{i - dhara?J,i, 
dhara?Ja, nirdhiira?J,ii; dhyana - dhyanavat; dharmin - dharma; panca
taya - panca, ta yap; paryavasana - pari, avasiina; purvaka --- purva; 
prasupta _· supta; prasiinta - santa, prasantr; prakasa _. prakasana; pra
svasa -·· ,svasa;· maitri - maitra, maitreya; yoga, yogyata, yogyatva, yogin, 
yoganga - yoga, ,yogya, yoganga; rupatva - rupa, rupav.at; vik?epa -

vik$ipta, vik$ipa, 1,ik?epaka; viprakr?ta -· viprakar$a; vyakhyata - vya- · 
khyatavya, vyiikhyana; viparyaya - vipariro; v·isoka - soka; visayatva -

vif}aya; saptadha - sapta, dvidhii, sarribodha - sarribodhana,: sadhara
?J,atva - siidhara?J,a; sarrihananatva - sarrihanana; sarrigrhitatva - sarrigr
hita, sarrigrhitavya, sarrigrhitr; sthiti - sthit,a, sthitva; sthairya -· sthira; · 
hetutva - hetu, hetuta, hetutat,,, hetumat; hana, heya - hina, hiini etc. 

", e cannot afford to suppose that such an outstanding grammarian knew 
only a topical expression from the Mahabh.a.i:,ya and was unable to form ne
gations such as ai,idya or to form an expression like anubhuta etc. 

Even H. Jacobi himself believes many Yoga sutra words such as klesa, 
vrtti, citta, nirodha, asmita, r.aga, dve?a, abhinivesa to be old genuine yogic 
expressions.15 

The following words : atrnan, purU$a, citi, citta, kara?J,a, indriya, prar;a, 
SarJ1,Siira, bandha, bhoga, jnana, vidya, a V i d y <i, pram<i?J,a, pratyak?a, 
yoga, isvara, kiira'(l,a, ni'mitta, vi$aya, bhu'ta are taken by R. Garbe16 for 
being· prebuddhist · terms. According to him prakrti, pradhat;W, gu'(l,a, sattva, 
buddhi, manas, tanmatra, linga, sarµ,skara, v a s a n a etc. are words of 
every day life of those days. Of course R. Garbe considers words from the 
standpoint of Saqikhya philosophy and we should have to complete his list 
also bearing in mind the Yoga viewpoint. 

3. But there is a further support however in the Petersburg Sanskrit 
Dictionary where we can find other words occuring in older literature. We 
can suppose that they were known even to Pataiijali, the grammarian, though 
they are not mentioned in· the Mahabhasya but only in the Yoga-sutras. 

. . . 

16 Uber das urspriingliche Yogasystem, pp. 9, 11, 19 etc. 
1a Die Sarp.khya Philosophie, II. Auflage, Leipzig 1917, pp. 229�31. 
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The Rig-veda and Atharva-veda contain the following words : adhyasa, 
ari$t,a, abhibhava,. apatti, abhiisa, iilokci, udaya, k?udh, panthan, moha, vajra, 
vyuha, vipaka, samiipatti. 

In · the Mahabharata, the Upan�ds, the Brahmai:ias, the Bhagavadgita 
we can find these words : a?J,u, a!J,iman, avara!J,a, asa_ya · ( anasaya), udiina, 
upek?,a, ekagratli, ekiigrya, kiiya, kurma, tapa ( paritapa,) , tara, nimna, ni
rodha, nirupakrama, nirmii?J,a, panka, pipasa, pracara, prasanga, praslida, 
pratibha, bija ( sa-, nir-) , mala, lob ha, vasikiira, vastu, · vicara ( sa-, nir-) , vi
tarka ( sa-, nir-), viccheda, vitr$1J,a, vidhcira!J,a, viniyoga, visoka, vaitr?tiYa, 
vaircigya, vais.firadya, sunya, srava?J,a, sarrivid, sarrivega, sanga, smaya, 
srnrti. 

Some expressions can be found in the epic, dramatic literature and in 
dictionaries some even of a later date (Hitopadesa, Mrcchakatika, Kathasa
ritsagara, sakuntala, Amarakosa, Nirukta etc.) : antarciya, apavarga, apura, 
asvada, upanimantra!l,a, karu1)ii (buddh.), bhranti, lavatiya, para?J,a, viveka 
(vivekin) . Viccheda is derived from the root chid- and the others are : vic
cheda in .sat. Brahm., chidra in Piir., anavachinna, anavaccheda. 

4. 18 remaining expressions which can be understood to be yoga terms er 
are derived from the following well known words such as adh�thatrtvam 
(adhi+stha) , atita (ati+i),  anusayin (Bhag. Pur.), anu?Jhana (anu+ 
stha), anyata, aparamr?ta ( in the Mahabh�ya is mr?ta, mr?tapat), avirati, 
anantya ( antya), anusravika, asanna, iisevita, javitva, · nairantarya, prac-
chardana, vartta, vita, saithilya, -samadhi. ,. 

At the same time. we can find· help only in the Petersburg sanskrit 
dictionaries published so far, which do not contain by far all the words used 
in the old literature, for many words were found there after the dictionaries 
had been published. Apart from that it is even impossible to find out the 
then frequently used words or those handed down by word of mouth or collo
quial terms. · 

Supposing Patanjali, the grammarian, expressed his whole vocabulary 
only in the Mahabha�ya .we must be led to believe he could not understand 
certain ancient sanskrit texts. This would be the consequence of Jacobi's11 
superficial comparison. · 

The analysis of Jacobi's method reveals a fact that the statistical compar
ison of the two Patanj ali text vocabularies leads to . no conclusion. To put 
it differently statistical figures cannot be _decisive. Jacobi's conviction about 
the existence of two different authors can only show that even the statistical 

17 H. Jacobi of course mentioned elsewhere (Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1921, 1923: 
Die Bhagavadgita, Weiteres zum Bhagavadgita Problem) that Patanjali, the grammarian, 
could not have used an incorrectly selected expression pancatayya}:i and argued that for 
that reason he could not have been the .author of the Yoga�sutras. Later he hesitated 
to decide the question whether the selected form pancatayya!J.. instead of _ vrtti}:i pancatayyi 
is acceptable according to Pa:i:iini (II 2, 42). An analogical document taken from Sankara 
to II 2, 18 and Abhidharmakosa II 13, 22 is acco.rding to Jacobi useless .for the explanation 
of the YS. Jacobi says that every vrtti naturally is not composed of five vrttis. Even 
this presentation of Pata:njali of course must become a subject of careful study if a reliable 
and appropriate explanation is to be given. 
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method however objective it may seem to be will remain purely subjective 
after au.is 

Y o g a - S O. t r a  T e x t  

The statistical comparison of the two .Pataiijali texts offers us a chance 
to judge of the Yoga-sutra text to find out if it is quite uniform from the 
statistical point' of view or composed of several texts belonging to different 
epochs and different yogic schools. 

Besides that J. W. Hauer19 refers to the differences in the vocabularies 
of these partial texts trying to help his theory of the different texts the 
Yoga-sfitras are said to form. In his opinion the vocabulary of the kriya-yoga 
text (II 1-27) sho�s marked differences from t4e other texts. It contains 
special terms hard to explain ( II 7-11, 21, 23) .  Hauer concludes this kriya
yoga text belongs to quite a different yogic school having also its· own pe
culiar terminology. For example the term klesa taken by Jacobi for being 
an old -genuine yoga term20 does not occur in the yoganga text (II 28-III 
55). This text written by Pataiijali, the grammarian himself according to 
Hauer, is a classical yogic text, a model for other texts. 

P. Deussen21 says the Yoga-siitras are composed of 4 or 5 independent 
texts, in J. W. Hauer's opinion of 5, each belonging to a particular school 
of yoga having its independent terminology. 

Erich Frauwallner22 separates the text of the First Book from the classical 
yoga of the Second and the Third ("Unterdruckungs-Yoga" and "der acht
gliedrige Yoga"). According to him the Yoga-siitras are composed of several 
contradictious texts. Some of them keep the original form of the doctrines. 

Some of the sanskrit scholars n1entioned above think, that different texts 
belonging to the different times deal with the selfsame subject and contents 
of yoga in longer or shorter variations. P. Deus·sen2s takes the kriya-yoga. 
text (II 1-27) for the most important and r 17-51 text treating of samadhi 

18 An essential contribution to the solution of the problem of the identity of the · 
Y oga-siitras and of the Mahabha$ya authors was offered by L. Renou in his treatise 
"On the Identity of the two Patanjalis". The Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. XVI. 
Calcutta 1940, pp. 586-591. In this work L. Renou· pays attention to the quality of the 
simple as well as compound words in both texts and comes to the following conclusion : 
"The vocabulary of the Y oga-siitras is radically distinct from that of the Mahabha$ya. 
The divergences do not constitute a simple -opposition between the propriety of the siitra 
style and that of the bha$ya style, still less (as it has been supposed) a mere difference 
which might exist between a younger Patanjali and the older Patanjali. We have to do 
with two different authors . . .  " Renou's tI·eatise shows the way to a more detailed study 
of the p:r:oblem from the linguist's point of view. Renou of course does not take into 
consideration Jacobi's treatise, where Jacobi takes the statistical comparison of the voca
bula,;y for being a decisive factor nor does he quote his treatise. Neither the Renou's 
treatise can be taken for the final solution of the problem of the two authors' identity. 

10 Der Yoga als Heilweg, Stuttgart 1932, pp . . 95, 98,. 99. 
20 Uber das ursprlingliche Yoga system I, pp. 11, 19� 20. 
21Allgemeirie Geschichte der Philosophie I, 3. Die Nachve<lische Philcsophie der lnder. 

4. Auflage. Leip,zig 1922, p; 509. 
22 Geschichte der indischen Philosophie, I. Band. Salzburg 1953, pp. 427, 437, 439. 
23 I, 3, p. 509. · ·" 
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for an older one than yogtinga text (II 28-III 55). J. W. Hauer24 on the 
other hand believes that the author could save himself the trouble of talking 
on tapas, sviidhytiya, isvarapratiidhiina in the kriyii-yoga text, for they are 
already. embodied in the yogtinga text (which he thinks to be the oldest).  

S. Dasgupta2s says, that "the su.tras, 30-34, of the last chapter seem to 
repeat what has already been said in the second chapter and some of the 
topics introduced are such that they could well have been dealt with in a more 
relevant ·manner · in connection with similar discussions in the preceding 
chapter." 

To make these from the · statistical point of view contradictory hypotheses 
clear I will use first of all the quantitative as well as qualitative method. 

Following the quantitative statistical method for the · examination of the 
Yoga-su.tra vocabulary we have to find out first the number of words ·in each 
of the books viz. words that occur only in one of them and do not occur in 
others and those words appearing in different books. 

Book Total number Number of words Recurring words 
of words that do not recur 

I. 204 106 98 
II. . 217 · 113 104 

III. 215 120 95 
IV. 162 78 84 
Y. S. 798 417 381 

Prom the statistical examination of each ·y oga-sutra book it is quite clear 
that each Y oga�su.tra . book contains a considerable number of such words · 
that do not recur and therefore must be special technical terms. This discovery 
could as a matter of fact support the theory talking about different Yoga
sutra text which their last editor tried to present as one unified whole . . 
Before making a conclusion however we must take notice of the recurring 
words and how frequently they occur in each of the Yoga-su.tra books. 

In recurring words the following number of terms are common expressions 
found in the different Yoga-sutra books : 

Book Book 

I.-II. 26 I.-IV. 23 
I., III. -17 II., III. 18 
I., IV. 10 II., IV. 9 

I., II., III. 5 II., III., IV. 13 
I., I I., IV. 10 II., IV. 12 
I., III., IV. 7 Total number 150 

The total number of 417 words that do not recur and 150 recurring words 
· are 567 expressions found out previously. Words that do not recur and expres
sions common to the different Yoga-su.tra books form ratio 417 : 150, to J?Ut 

24 a. a. 0. p. 96. 
25 A History of Indian Philosophy I, p. 230, Cambridge 1932. 
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it differently nearly % of the total number of words do not recur and only 
about 14 occur more frequently. Out of the total of '567 words 417 do not 
recur i. e. 73,5'%; recurring words are 150 i. e. 26,5% .Book I. has about 19%, 
Book II. 2()%, III. 21 %', IV. 14% (accurately 18,7%, · 19,9%, 21,1 % ,  
13,8% == 73,5%) expressions that do not recur. 

And it 'is still
. 
more interesting to compare the number of words in the 

books of Patanjali's Mah:abha�ya : 
Book Numbe·r of words 

I. 106 
II. 113 

III. 120 
IV. 78 

I., II. 26 
I., III. 17 
I., IV. 10 
I., II., III. 5 

I., II., VI. 10 
I., III., VI. 7 

I.-IV. 23 
II., III. 18 
.II., IV. 9 

II., III., IV. 13 

III., IV. 12 
Total 567 

Cominon 
with Mahabh�ya 

54 
69 
45 
39 

. 19 

9 

6 

4 

6 

6 

19 
8 
5 
9 

9 
307 

Different 

52 
44 
75 
39 
7 

8 

4 

. 1 

4 
1 
4 

10 
4 
4 
3 

260 
The greatest disproportion between the common and different wor<l,s· from 

Pata:njali's Mahabha�ya can be seen in Book III., which J. W. Hauer believes 
. to be the work of Pata:njali, the grammarian. Apart from that however in all 
the four books there are only a little more than a half of words that are the 
same as in :Mah.abha�ya. According to Jacobi each Yoga-sutra book must 
have been written by another author and Pata:njali, the grammarian, could 
have never been the author of a single Yoga-sutra book, as also some sanskrit 
scholars have it. 

But even here these numbers are not decisive, for the quantitative sta
tistical method ·Comparing the vocabulary cannot solve the question of its 
quality. Bearing in mind the fact that out of the total 567 words of the four 
Y oga-sutra books 417 do -not recur we are led to believe the Yoga-sUtra author 
followed the principles of economy choosing appropriate expressions. Also 
the fact that each book contains a considerable independent vocabulary, dif
ferent from the other Yoga-sutra books proves that the contents of those four 
books are different. The differences in the contents led therefore to a selection 
of .the most adequate words. 

I shall -ref er to some words that do not recur in the Y oga-sutra books. 
It is obvious that' in Book I most words are those used as technical terms in 
philosophy of cognition, in Book II the words refer to the yogic process of 

7 - Archiv oriencalni 
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purification, .th.e pre�iminary steps of practical magic, in Book III .the .words 
deal with the . . magica11y achieved mastery over the principles . of cognition 
and over the . yery basis of existence, in Book IV they ·treat the pro<;!ess ·· of 
breaking the link between the subject and ,the· object. . After all this fact can 
be seen in the names of the books given to them by the author of the Yoga
sutras e. g. 1. samadhipadalp, 2·. siidhanapada"I},, 3. vibhutipada"I},, 4. kaivalya
poda"IJ,. 

The following words th�t do not recur can be ..f oqnd only· in Boo:J{ I :  pra
miitw,, anumana, iigama, vipdryaya, mithyiiinina, vikalpa, nidra, svapna, 
kli?ta, akli?ta, abhyiisa, vasikiirasa'rJ'l,jnci, vitr?rJ,a, vicara, saviciira, savitarka, 
nirviciira, nirvitarka, aSa'rJ'l,pramof}a, antariiya, ii!asya, bhriinti, sab'i.ia, pra
sada, iinanda, aparamr?ta, adhyatma, sraddhii,. karur)ii, grahitr, cetana, vik-
?epa, paramiirJ,u. 

. 
. 

Thes� expressions again ·-can be found in Book II for example : kriya
yoga, avid_ya, sa'rJ'l,yoga, abhinivesa, dvef}a, rasa, aniitman, anusayin, krod-ha, 
moha, lobha, ahi1J1,Sli, asteya, aparigraha, apai,arga, suddha, su�i, upalabdhi, 
svamin, pratipakf}a, hlada, ekiigrya, anU?thana, tanu, prasupta, tyiiga, drk, 
drsi, heya. 

Book III contains terms such as : kf}aya, faya, sa'rJ'l,yama, bala, sa'rJ'l,bandha, 
prasanga, sanga, dof}a, priitibhii, anvaya, ekagrata, siikf}at, iikiisa. 

And · in Book IV occur expressions as follows: uparakta, uparaga� vasana, 
asis, citi, buddhi, aparir)iimitva, nirmii�, prasa'rJ'l,khyiina, O$adhi, meg ha, 
bheda, mantra, tantra. . 

· 

The following worcJs common to all the four Yoga-sutra books are for 
example : citta, vrtti, sa1?1,Skiira, artha, asmitil, karman, pratyaya, · samadhi,· 
sukf}ma, · incina, darsana, rupa, svarupa. The word kaivalya as· well as viveka, 
siddhi, ·ta;kti, p_atithiima-can be found in Books II., III., IV. The word nirodha 
is · in B,9,oJ{S L and · III., klesa in IL, IV. (and kli?ta, aklif}ta in Book I.) . 
. We can 'judg� from this that nirodha of Book I. is a prerequisite for Book 
lII. an_d that for this reason "Unterdr.ii'ckung[!-yoga = nirodha-yo(Ja" and "der 
q,chtgliedrige Yoga = yoganga" are interdependent. I(aivalya as the . final 
Qbjectiye -of yog� is not mentioned in Book I. whereas the term samadhi can 
be found in all the four books. It is not possible therefore to . identify these. 
terms as P. Deussen26 _ wrongly believes. 

Only in the light of the. quantitative statistical examination the second 
supposition about the ·different Yoga-sutra texts could also be justified. 
Supporting this view· ·P. Deussen, J. W. Hauer, Erich Frauwallner and others 
also .say· : th.at each YQga-sutra book has its own terminology. Considering all 
tb.is it is necessary to prove whether these diff €rent terms can be applied to 
the same� · yoga· notions and processes· · as for example P. Deussen believes, , 
whether· we really have to deal with several types of yoga according to J. W. 
Hauer's and Erich Frauwallner's theory or accept the idea that it is only the 
whole text that · can: ptesent the yoga process in its totality. 

· The examination , nat�rally does not lie in the quantitative statistics but 
�6 a ' ·a 0- I 3· ·p 50: 9· · ·. . .� . ' ' . , . . 
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in considering the qualitative value of both the vocabulary and the whole text 
or even the texts separately. In any case one cannot succeed in referri.ng to 
the vocabularies in each of the books or texts as to a decisive factor, for the 
statistical figures treat all the possibilities in the saine way. Here again.mere 
figures cannot solve the question, they just indicate the direction and interest 
of the search. . . . . , . 

· 

. Following the methodical principles the examination can go on: like this : 
1. The starting point of our investigation is the Y oga-siitra text itself and 

the commentaries. We shall find out the corresponding points and the dif
ferences in both the text and the commentaries. 

2. We shall find out the exact meaning of a certain expression occurring · 
in all the four books (e. g. pratyaya, samiidhi etc. ) .27 

· · 
3. We shall make sure whether there. could be a possibility of several yoga 

schools existing in the Y oga-sfitra texts. This method · starts its . analysis 
examining the later n1ore differentiated schools and therefore is .regressive. 

4. We shall find out if the yoga system f o.und in the Y oga-sfitra text is 
a sort of yoga without differentiation, from which further yoga· schools 
evolved. This is a progressive method. 

5. Or we shall look for contexts and points of similarity in other kindred 
schools (Buddhism, Jainism, Upan�ads etc.). While doing so we must be 
careful not to impute disparate meanings of a given common word, idea or 
method of a different philosophical school to the text. 

Using this opportunity I must point to a remarkable treatise written 
by Maryla Falk.2s The author warns against . the risks of those methods that 
try to explain religious or. philosophical notions by means of etymology or 
comparative religious science. 

Maryla Faik lays stress on the necessity of a careful analysis of all · the 
contexts in which certain notion occurred in the course of its development 
· in order that its significance n1ay be made .quite accurate. This requirement 
is still little paid attention to for most scientific treatises concentrate their 
interest on a comparatively limited field or in one direction only or consider 
just one single period. The difficulty lies in the richness of the materiaJ, the 
analysis of which is a question of special study. 

Apart from that the comparative method has urged so far what could be 
called "influence-finding" i. e. it took an expression common to different 
philosophies and religions in the majority of cases for a device helping to 
find out traces of mutual influences between philosophies. In this way an 
independent development of a particular expression was obstructed and the 
clarity of its. line dimmed. 
· · Fin;Hly examining the oldest stages in the philosophical and religious 

development we must consider present day .explanations of these stages e. g. 
---- �· .- ,- ·· - -· · 

27 See Archiv Orientalni XX, Pragu� 1952. "The Methodical Principle in P�tanjali's 
Yoga-siitras 'and :XXV, • Prague 1957: "The Meaning of pratyaya in ·Patanjali's Yoga-
siitras," pp. 211-270. · ... 

2s '�'Indologie auf den .Wegen und-Abwegen vergleichender Religi9nsforschung". Polish 
Bulletin of Oriental Studies I, Warschau 1937, pp. 1�37·.' 
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J. L. Fischer's29 explanation of the panplectic principle throwing light on the 
theory of equivalents in magic, which especfally Polish indology tried to 
elucidate in Indian philosophy. so 

In this sort of investigation the statistical method is only an aid-not a 
decisive factor. Its figures cannot decide anything as H. Jacobi wrongly 
believed, for these figures must be scientifically examined. The statistical 
method is not an objective one, but mainly a quantitative one, which the 
qualitative method must help to complete. The qualitative method is not more 
.subjective than any .9ther scientific method including the statistical. 

It is quite clear fron1 the analysis, the justification and the limits of the 
·statistical method that the problem of Patanjali's Yoga-sutras has not been 
solved yet and remaining unsolved will require further scientific investigation 
.tQ prove : 

1. whether the text is to be understood as a unified whole or ,.a collection 
of different texts, 

2. whether the Y oga-sutras and the Mahabha�ya were written by one or 
two diffetent authors. 

·' ,,, 

29 J. L. Fischer "La panplexie", Overdruk uit Pro reg:no pro sanctuario, C. F. Callen
bach N. V. Uitgever, Nijkerk, pp. 199-209, 1952 and the Czech book "Thr.ee Stages" 1948. 
. a-o See: Maryla Fal�: "Il mito psicologico nell' India antica". Memorie deUa R. Acca
demia Nazionale dei Linzei. Cl�se di scienze morali. Vol. VIII. Serie 6a. Roma 1939, 
,PP, 2�,9-738. · . . . . . · 
. St .. �chayer; ,�Die Struktur der magischen Weltanschauung nach dem Atharva-Veda 
und den Brahmai;ia Texten". Zeitschrift fiir Buddhismus. Miinchen 1925, pp. 45. -
,eonstantin Regamey:· ,,Die R,eligionen lndiens" in ,,Christus und die R(']igionen der Erde" 
UI. Band, Wien 1951,· pp. 81 and 118. 




